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with takashi miike's crows zero 2, the second part of the sequel to his best-selling manga, the director continues his
obsession with violence and gore, putting to use an energy that is off the chart! to this end, the film is spectacular, from
a visual point of view, offering the most beautiful carnage of any asian film. the movie is full of hard-hitting fights, a lot
of blood and gore, and a lot of special effects, which help make it a very good film, and while it is a bit slow sometimes,

the final outcome of the storyline is pretty good. the cast is very good, and the story is interesting. the dialogues are
well written and the story line is original. some parts of the movie are quite nice. in crows zero ii, a group of high school
students, who were involved in the death note incident, return to their hometown. in the midst of a fierce gang war, the
students find out that they have a rival school in their town. through a series of events, the students find out that their

town has a band of criminals, who have their own plans. the students get involved in a violent conflict between their old
school and their new school. 7.1 crows zero (2007) 130min action, thriller 27 october 2007 (japan) director: takashi
miike writer: hiroshi takahashi, shgo mut stars: shun oguri, kysuke yabe, meisa kuroki summary: a transfer student

attempts to take over the most violent high school in the country, whose students form factions and battle each other
for power. countries: japanlanguages: japanese source: imdb.com disclaimer: this plugin has been coded to

automatically quote data from imdb.com. not available for any other purpose. all showing data have a link to imdb. the
user is responsible for any other use or change codes.
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